
Conclusions and future research
There is still much work to be done to assemble accurate archaeological 
and historical profiles of Lambeth, Putney and Rotherhithe, and that is before 
issues such as their geological situation and land-based communications 
are examined in detail. Nevertheless, the evidence which has been assembled 
for the purposes of this study does support the hypothesis of hȳth being 
attributed to a type of Middle Anglo-Saxon landing-place positioned at intervals 
along the south bank of the Thames. These were not “passive” pieces of  
infrastructure, rather “active” sites established for the purposes of exchange 
and commerce. In two out of the three places investigated here, a link to an 
important but inferiorly-sited monastery seems all but certain. The considerable 
quantity of coins found at Lambeth, the closest of the three hȳths to 
Lundenwic, bear direct correlation with its indirectly-recorded major monastic 
owner, Chertsey, and its far-sighted founder-abbot, Earconwald. Although 
there can be no certainty based upon the present data, there is much to 
recommend the notion that the Old English place-names are more or less 
contemporary with the coins which have been found at them.

Lambeth, Putney and Rotherhithe together challenge the established model 
of Middle Anglo-Saxon trade along the tidal Thames, in that they look like 
places which were the “shopfronts” for the surplus production from the estates 
of their owners, as well as the direct entry points for goods and money from 
elsewhere (be it Britain or continental Europe), rather than places in the 
second or third tiers of a redistributive economic network with Lundenwic at 
its apogee, dominant to the exclusion of all others. The hȳths did not seem 
to survive as trading-places into the Late Anglo-Saxon period, but nor did 
Lundenwic. Further research might attempt to repeat the exercise and see 
if the above holds true for the places along the north bank of the Thames 
with names descended from hȳth (Chelsea, Stepney). The same could also 
be done for those containing the element wic (notably Woolwich and 
Greenwich) as a means of comparing them with Lundenwic and thereafter 
seeing what differences there were between the wics and hȳths of the lower 
Thames.

Downstream at Rotherhithe, the historical records are later and fewer,  
rendering its status in the Anglo-Saxon period more obscure. However, a 
link with the nearby monastery at Bermondsey, first recorded in the early 
eighth century and subject to excavations which have recovered seven  
silver pennies/sceats and cattle bones, is suggested by later documented 
connections between the two. Certainly, Bermondsey was not sited at the 
edge of the river, which would have made it hard for ships to land there for 
the purpose of trade. Interestingly, Bermondsey is connected with two other 
monasteries by early documentary records: Woking in Surrey, “landlocked”  
to an even greater degree than Chertsey, and Medeshamstede (Peterborough), 
a major monastic institution that might have seen the benefits of a Thames-
side trading outlet. However, this is highly speculative and the excavations  
at Bermondsey Abbey have revealed the stone foundations of what appear 
to be Middle Anglo-Saxon church buildings, indicating it was an important 
monastery in its own right.

Putney has no equivalent early documentary testimony allying it to a 
monastery. As disappointing as this is, it may not be wholly unrepresentative, 
for the presence of the personal-name Putta could stem from the landing-
place being established and controlled by a man so-called, perhaps one of 
noble status. In addition, there are a greater number of Late Roman and 
Early Anglo-Saxon finds from the Thames at Putney than from the other two 
places under discussion, hinting at considerable levels of activity in the  
vicinity earlier than the pennies and, potentially, the place-name. That said, 
there is evidence of activity in the Roman period at Lambeth (which may 
have been the original crossing point of the Thames) and to a lesser extent 
Rotherhithe, so it is possible all three hȳths succeeded Roman-era occupation, 
albeit not necessarily landing-places.

Trade and Lundenwic
Between the late-seventh and mid-ninth centuries, a proto-urban settlement 
known as Lundenwic grew up, flourished and declined on the north bank of 
the Thames in the area of The Strand and Covent Garden. Its major function 
was as a centre of trade and exchange linked with equivalent settlements 
along the continental European coast from Denmark to France. Most  
accounts of Lundenwic characterise it as a dominant hub through which  
virtually all national and international trade in the Thames entered or exited 
the regional economy and a hierarchy of settlements. The clusters of coin 
finds at Lambeth, Putney and Rotherhithe are not readily reconciled with 
this, as they suggest monetary exchanges taking place outside of the wic  
at a number of riverside sites. 

Support for the idea of a polyfocal trading pattern, with some transactions 
taking place independently of Lundenwic, comes from Barking Abbey and 
its satellite estate centre of Battersea. High-status and exotic items found 
during excavations of the Middle Anglo-Saxon nunnery at the former showed 
it was integrated with international trading networks, and it would have 
made little sense for foreign goods to be carried further upstream to  
Lundenwic only to return by river or road. Two pennies have been found  
beside the Thames at Battersea, known to be the eponym of a large estate 
granted to Barking in the late seventh century. Excavations close to the 
Thames at Althorpe Grove, Battersea found evidence of a settlement which 
flourished in the second half of the eighth century, a little later than the 
coins but perhaps the successor to one closer to them in date and location. 
Once again, there is no obvious reason why river-borne communications 
between Battersea and Barking (or places beyond) would have needed to 
be routed via Lundenwic.

History + topography = better understanding?
The quantity of coins recorded from Lambeth makes it stand out as a site of 
considerable interest. Its name first appears in various sources of the eleventh 
century, as a place with royal and aristocratic associations. However, an 
oblique record of its much earlier history may exist. Dr Susan Kelly suggested 
that the reference to ten hides of land juxtaposed with the “port of London” 
which were granted to the major monastery at Chertsey in Surrey in the first 
half of the 670s may have survived to form the main manor of Lambeth  
recorded in Domesday Book. Lambeth sits downstream of the site of  
Lundenwic, but the northernmost part of the manor/parish was directly  
opposite. Thus, the equation can stand if it is accepted that Lambeth as a 
name was not created until after the time of the charter. This fits very well 
with the dates of the coins found there, the earliest of which dates from 
around the time it was granted. What the charter text does not state is any 
exemption from royal tolls on trade, now believed to be a key motive for 
persistent royal interest in Lundenwic. The text has been amended over the 
years, meaning it is possible such a detail was removed; a number of 
slightly later toll exemption charters for other monasteries have survived.

The key figure in this context is St Earconwald, abbot of Chertsey at the 
time of the “Lambeth” grant and later bishop of London until his death in 
693. Helped by his privileged (perhaps even royal) background, over the 
years he was able to work with the rulers of all of the kingdoms which  
competed for supremacy (or survival) in south-east England in the later  
seventh century. When Lundenwic began to grow and become profitable as 
a trading centre, Earconwald was well placed to see the material advantages 
it brought, but his monastery was not. What better way to overcome this 
than by obtaining a royal grant of a site in the vicinity of Lundenwic that 
could be developed into a riverside trading-place? It was linked to Chertsey 
by river but also to estates further south in Surrey via what remained of the 
Roman road network. There is evidence from other monasteries that sheep 
farming was growing in importance around this time, especially for the  
production of wool and from it cloth, so consequently sheep were not 
slaughtered for meat until later in life. The reference to lambs in the name of 
Lambeth does not fit with this picture. Could it be that lambs instead were bred 
to be bought or sold at Lambeth for the provisioning of pastures elsewhere?

Introduction
What connects Putney, Lambeth and Rotherhithe? The River Thames for 
one thing, but also the fact that the names of all three places derive in part 
from an Old English word, hȳth, which meant “landing-place”. What were 
these landing-places? How old were they? Suggestions can be made 
based on the careful use of archaeological and historical evidence, shedding 
a dramatic new light on how the tidal stretch of the Thames was used both  
by those who sailed along it and those who owned the land alongside it in 
the early medieval period.

The place-name evidence 
In all three place-names, hȳth appears at the end, functioning as what is 
known in scholarly terms as the generic. The prefixing terms, or qualifiers, 
are, unsurprisingly, all different. Lambeth contains Old English lamb, “lamb”, 
Rotherhithe Old English hrȳther, “cattle”, and Putney most likely a male  
personal name, Putta. What is striking about the qualifiers is that two of 
them are words for types of livestock. This raises the prospect of Lambeth 
and Rotherhithe having been landing-places for lambs and cattle respectively. 
If they are Old English names then they must have been coined at some 
point between the fifth and eleventh centuries AD, when the language was 
used, but there is no evidence (bones, teeth etc.) of this period from either 
site. Chelsea is another name partly descended from hȳth, and it is first 
recorded in the eighth century, but this does not prove the trio on the south 
side of the river are the same age.

Material archaeology
The key to beginning to understand the landing-places to which the names 
refer is by looking at the artefacts recorded as being found in the Thames 
or along the foreshore close to the Rotherhithe, Putney and Lambeth. This 
reveals that each is the find-spot of multiple gold or silver pennies of the  
seventh and eighth centuries AD, often called (strictly speaking, miscalled) 
sceats. Two are known from Rotherhithe, three from Putney, and as many 
as 14 from Lambeth. These coin concentrations are greater than (or at least 
equal to) the numbers of similarly-dated coins found at other places along 
the south bank of the Thames. Furthermore, additional finds dating from the 
Old English period have been made at Putney (including a sixth-century  
Byzantine port tax seal, though doubts have been expressed as to its true 
find-spot) and Rotherhithe (a ninth- or tenth-century pin). The coins may be 
accidental losses, but might the fact they occur with a greater frequency in 
some places than others have something to do the type(s) of activity which 
caused them to be carried to these locations? Might they attest to the  
conduct of trade?
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Present-day riverfront at Lambeth, still a landing-place, just 
without any lambs!
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Frisian penny/sceat found at Lambeth 
(Portable Antiquities Scheme database Unique 
ID LON-F000B2)

Map of the River Thames showing places mentioned in the text. 
Numbers denote pennies/sceats found recorded from each loca-
tion.


